Welcome Session & Committee Officer Election

by Catherine, all the photos by TIANFU SUN

The IEEE University of Sheffield Student Branch Joint IAS/PELS Chapter held the first event on 18th August 2016 in the Diamond, the newly launched library and study building for Engineering faculty.

The event was hosted by the Chapter Chairman Chaohui Liu. There were more than 40 students from different departments attended the event.

The event started with the Welcome Speech given by the Chapter Advisor Dr. Guang-jin Li (Lecturer in University of Sheffield) and IEEE Student Branch Counsellor Dr. Xiao Chen (Research Associate in Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Sheffield).

The Chairman Chaohui Liu introduced IEEE, IEEE IAS, IEEE PELS, Student Branch, and Student Branch Chapter, followed by the forming progress of the Student Branch and Student Branch Joint IAS/PELS Chapter in the University of Sheffield. Event/activity plans are also introduced.

Committee Officer Election

After a warm cup of tea, the Committee Officer were voted in a well-organized Election.
The Student Branch
Joint IAS/PELS Chapter Overview

- IEEE Student Branch in the University of Sheffield, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, UK
- IEEE University of Sheffield Student Branch Joint IAS/PELS Chapter in the United Kingdom and Ireland Section, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, UK

4 IEEE Members
3 IEEE Graduate Members
28 IEEE Student Members
35 members in total
156th of IAS SBC in the world
301st of IAS Chapter in the world

COMMITTEE OFFICERS

Event Committee Chair: TIANFU SUN
Membership Committee Chair: CATHERINE WANG
Program Committee Chair: HANLIN ZHAN
Publicity Committee Chair: FERNANDO ALVAREZ
Secretary: ZHONGZE WU
Treasurer: RONGGUANG HU

FOR MORE INFORMATION

The Student Branch Counselor: Dr. Xiao Chen
The Student Branch Chapter Advisor: Dr. Guang-jin Li
The Student Branch Chapter Chairman: Chaohui Liu

Contact info
ieeesbsheffield@gmail.com

Facebook: IEEESheffieldSB
Twitter: https://twitter.com/IEEESheffieldSB
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